**Associate Editor Decision:** Publish subject to revisions (further review by editor and referees) (25 Jan 2021) by Pieter Vermeesch

**Comments to the Author:**
Please resubmit after making the small technical corrections mentioned under the non-public comments.

**Non-public comments to the author:**
Dear Simon,

Before I send your revised manuscript out to review, it would be helpful if:

1. you merged the GitHub repository for version 2 of your software with the original repository of version 1.

   I merged the two repositories into one repository and uploaded the newest version on Zenodo. The doi link is:

   [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4472563](https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4472563)

2. you prepared a short tutorial video for novice users, whilst keeping the long specialist video that you have already made.

   I prepared a short tutorial video (1-2min) explaining the basics of the software and its principles. The link to the video is [https://youtu.be/kW7TmHmI674](https://youtu.be/kW7TmHmI674).

Best wishes,

Pieter Vermeesch